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Key Features

C4

The Galaxy Integration is managed by a
separate, licensable Janus C4 module.
For further information
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T: +44 (0)1279 838000
W: www.grosvenortechnology.com

MISC.

 Allows detectors to be controlled (inhibited and uninhibited).
 Allows AREAS to be controlled (arm, disarm and reset).
 Alarms are generated on armed areas, any 24/7 zones and panic alarms.
 Allows areas to be added to the mapping interface. This includes animated icons.
 Allows areas states and events to be used by the automatic actions system
 It can, if required, synchronise all user codes across Janus C4 and the Galaxy panel, providing one place
to manage codes.

INTRUDER

The Honeywell Intruder integration into Janus C4
allows users within Janus C4 to set, unset and reset
the intruder alarm (and Alarm Groups within), be alerted
to triggered detectors and outputs, create ‘Automatic
Actions’ and represent have the intruder devices
represented on a map for ease of use.

janus

INTERCOM

Honeywell is a well known solution and product provider
of Intruder Alarms. The company’s Intruder product
portfolio includes a full range of Intruder panels and
detectors with wired, wireless or hybrid solutions.
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Overview

LOCKS

Part number: JC4-INT-GXY
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Janus C4 Galaxy Integration
Datasheet

Licensing
The license is PER Intruder Panel e.g. if you have 1 x Galaxy Panel and 3 x Expanders
with 28 zones, you will need 1 x Galaxy license.

Integration Difficulty Level
Easy

Some Complexity

Expert


Supported Versions

Prerequisites

The Galaxy interface with Janus C4 supports the
following intruder panels:

 The Janus C4 Galaxy Integration is licensed
 You have an E080 Ethernet module installed on the
Galaxy panel with:
▪▪ A unique IP address in the same range as the janus
C4 server.
 You have a copy of the Galaxy RSS software with the
latest patch installed.
 You have the ‘engineers’ passcode for the Galaxy panel.
 You have the ‘managers’ passcode for the Galaxy panel.

 Galaxy Dimension Panel versions 6.75 to 7.02 only
▪▪ Galaxy Dimension 48 Panel
▪▪ Galaxy Dimension 96 Panel
▪▪ Galaxy Dimension 254 Panel
▪▪ Galaxy Dimension 520 Panel
 Galaxy Flex Panel versions 3.14 to 3.34 only
▪▪ Galaxy Flex 20 Panel
▪▪ Galaxy Flex 50 Panel
▪▪ Galaxy Flex 100 Panel

IP Network

Galaxy Panel with
ethernet module

Janus C4
Server

Additional Information
For further information on the Janus C4 Galaxy
Integration, please refer to the integration guide and
training videos available at: www.gtl.biz/jc4doc
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